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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, the researcher present the conclusion of the research and 

the suggestion for the teaching process of English using Edmodo media for the 

eleventh grade students of SMK Multi Karya 

A. Conclusion 

The English teacher of eleventh grade students of XI MM SMK Multi Karya was 

using Edmodo as a media to help in teaching process of learning English. Based 

on the result of the research, it can be concluded that this media was easy to use 

by the teacher and by the students, the Edmodo media are good in implementing 

and improving the students’ interest and attention in English teaching process. 

The teacher aimed to make them willingly join and take part in class activities 

during the teaching learning process. The English use several features, such as; 

assignment, quiz, gradebook, and library. Therefore Edmodo media was 

successfully make the students became very enthusiast to give feedback into the 

lesson and created a lively atmosphere to the class during the teaching process. 

Based on the result of the research, the researcher found the problem faced on 

using Edmodo media in learning English process. The problems using Edmodo in 

teaching and learning process are: 

1) The problems from school: Limited number of computer devices in school. 

Many computers are finish damaged and unfit for use, lack of internet network is 

often slow and trouble; 2) The problems from teachers which is often faced by the 
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teacher is due to Edmodo is still foreign, so many teachers still hesitate. In 

addition, many teachers do not know how to use it because it is still difficult to 

this Edmodo media; 3) The problems from students: In using Edmodo are not 

having facilities that support at home. There are still many students do not have a 

computer or laptop with internet connection in her home. From the constraint 

facilities of the students is less understand English from every word in Edmodo 

media. However there are also several solution to solve the problem above, the 

solutions to solve the problem the use of Edmodo in teaching process of writing 

skill are:  

1) Solution for the school, Increase the amount computer, Repairing the broken 

computer to the repairman, Check the internet connection, pay attention to internet 

and provide Genset or diesel to anticipate in power outage.; 2) Solution for 

teacher They must held to seminars about Edmodo so the teacher will know about 

what is Edmodo. From the seminar also held the training especially for teachers so 

teachers can use Edmodo media well; 3) Solution for Student, use hand phone or 

laptop, use the computer service, learning groups with other students, teachers 

explain one by one function and translate words English in Edmodo media. 

 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the conclusions above, the researcher can give suggestions that 

are expected to be made as a contribution to improve the quality of education in 

SMK Multi Karya. The suggestions are: 
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1. For the Head School 

a. Telling to officer do a regular check and learning infrastructure is included on 

the computer device at laboratory need to be added and improved. Increase 

internet network capacity for learning process. 

b. It should be hold socialization question Use of Edmodo media. This is because 

it is still a foreign media of this learning, so teacher must know first. 

2. For the Teachers 

a. The teachers create creativity in Edmodo media, example; make quiz so 

students not saturated and could motivated to learn 

b. Teacher should be follow the training on Edmodo media well outside it as well 

as in school 

c. Teacher should be conduct extra guidance to students because with Edmodo 

media is happening without face to face 

d. Teacher should be Routine also check the condition of the facility in laboratory 

before teaching primarily for computers and network access the internet. 

Therefore, the possibility of a very problem occurs Small now teaching process 

takes place 

3. For the Students 

a. Students should be pay attention to the teacher in explaining the use Edmodo 

media, so as not to confusion. 
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b. Students should pay attention to the teachers to keep up information from 

teachers regarding tasks and materials sent in Edmodo media. 

c. Students should record the account and password Edmodo media respectively, 

so as not to forget the account and his password 

 

 

 

 

 

 


